
The Need for Prophetic Integrity 
Please note: The following prophesy is NOT mine. I am simply using it as tool for general 
commentary. This is a serious issue in the church. In fact I think this prophesy will be 
proved wrong – but time will tell. 

 

Times of deflation are about to hit us, 2012 – 2022. Within this 10 year period 
termed the Decade of Acceleration in the Kingdom will be the roughest transition 
time of financial history in the nations. Robert Kiyosaki while in Malaysia on the 
28th May predicted that global economic meltdown by 2016, all currencies 
including the U.S. will be devalued. He described it as the most serious economic 
collapse. He predicted US bank losses in excess of a trillion dollars will set off the 
butterfly effect compounding the huge world debt and the inability of many 
countries to cover these losses. 

 

So What is the Problem? 
This series of articles is written to address an important but largely ignored problem. The problem is 

prophetic accountability. Even in churches that accept the use of the prophetic, this problem appears to be 
endemic. In those churches that prefer to not allow the prophetic, it is a 100% guaranteed problem. 

Over the past few decades, I have been in a few churches that have noted down all important prophetic 
words. However, even in these churches, I do not remember any (let alone those that do not bother noting 
anything, or do not allow the prophetic voice) following up on the stuff that was correct, 50% wrong, or 
completely wrong. After allowing for all the variables like being kind to new enthusiastic Christians, bad hair 
days, eating too much pizza, and slip of tongue moments, etc, surely we can accept that it is important to learn 
from our mistakes?  

It is also important to acknowledge that our prophetic knowledge is not perfect. This is a Scriptural truth 
(see 1 Cor 13:9) that we must acknowledge. Once we have done that, we are on the long road to learning from 
our imperfections. It is not difficult to raise our level of prophetic accuracy, but first we need to acknowledge 
our need.  

Over the last 30 years of so, I have personally seen some people make the same prophetic mistakes over 
and over again (year after year), and I have to say – it makes me wonder – why do we just let it happen and do 
little or nothing about it? Some predictable negative things are done about it, but what about the positive 
options? Why don’t we try some of those? 

Where are the leaders that are true pastors of their flock, are there any left? What is this preoccupation 
with either negative action or staying silent and hoping it all goes away? Surely we are capable of discussing 
this stuff in a mature fashion? Well – after 30 years of observation, it has become obvious that we are not 
capable, because even though we may think about it, it rarely happens, but perhaps the church would grow 
more if such things are allowed to happen. The answer is not to stay silent, to create rules that make it harder 
for people to prophesy, or to stop people using prophesy; these may be the stock standard responses, but surely 
the only reasonable answer must be to put away the big stick approach, and find a pastoral approach that 
allows the church to mature and grow up. 

During more recent times when I have been a Pastor and leader in a church I have face this dilemma 
myself. Contrary to popular opinion, I found that people really valued a little private and friendly mentoring. 
Actually I am being ironic here, I assumed people would value it – so I was not surprised that they did. 

I am willing to work with any church or church leaders to help fix this. In a world where there are more 
than a million churches, you would think I’d be swamped with offers; however I do not expect to receive many. 
So far … I am still waiting for the first one! Perhaps that speaks louder that anything else I could say. 

  



 

The Prophetic Example for this Article 
A Global Economic Meltdown?  
Introduction 

Ok, let’s get right to the heart of this message. It appears that during May 2012, Robert 
Kiyosaki while in Malaysia predicted a global economic meltdown by the end of 2016 (the full 
prophesy as received was listed at the start). A month later I received an email that contained this 
said prophesy.  

Personally I would consider a general prophesy about a global meltdown to be a reasonable 
observation rather than prophetic utterance. After all, we have already had 4 years of major 
financial turmoil in the world, and it is obvious to me (and surely everyone else, and even their 
dogs), that this turmoil will continue in some form for at least 5 to 10 years.  

It is July 2012, and for the last 6 to 12 months, anyone with an observant brain has assumed it 
is almost inevitable that Greece will default on its international loans; we just don’t know when that 
crunch moment will finally happen. No doubt other nations will continue to be in grave difficulty as 
well, and perhaps one or two of them may also default on their loans.  

However, the proof of the pudding (and prophesy) is in the eating! It is not good enough to 
judge prophesy in a vague and fuzzy way, unless it is all vague and fuzzy. Most good prophesy will 
include some specific detail of what is going to happen – or else how can we tell if it is even 
prophesy? Therefore we can not pick out the vague bits that are likely to come true, and ignore 
specific bits that do not. Yet this is often what happens. 

 

Times of deflation are about to hit us from 2012-2022 

“All currencies including the U.S. will be devalued. He (Robert Kiyosaki) 
described it as the most serious economic collapse. He predicted US bank 
losses in excess of a trillion dollars will set off the butterfly effect 
compounding the huge world debt and the inability of many countries to 
cover these losses.” 

 

A Trillion Dollars down the tube! 

Now I’m sure we all agree that the sudden loss of a trillion dollars would be very serious 
indeed, and if that happens, it may well have a disastrous effect. Indeed, if a disaster like this 
happens in 2016, and there is a significant flow on effect, we will all know this prophesy is at least 
50% correct – but time will tell.  

The three important elements required here; the trillion dollar sudden loss for US banks, and 
the 2016 date, and the flow on effect for this major disaster. I should repeat that even if these three 
things happen, it means that so far, the prophesy is only half correct.  

There are about four parts to this prophesy. It is only 100% correct if it all happens. The truth 
of a prophesy is based in its accuracy, not in the size of the dollar impact. It is amazing however how 
often a prophesy has been completely accepted even though only half of it has happened. In this 
case, the big dollar amount may grab out attention, but there are other details to investigate. Often 
prophesy is full of general detail, but these details are specific, not general. 



 

All Currencies will be devalued in 2016 

All is not well with this prophesy. I am a bit baffled by this devalue statement. How can all 
currencies be devalued? It should be obvious to all readers that currencies are valued against each 
other, so if all are devalued, then surely there will be a little chaos, but nothing will end up devalued.  

This devaluing statement becomes even weirder when you consider that there was a month 
delay before the email was sent. There was plenty of time to think about it, and wonder – ‘this a bit 
weird, should we add a few comments about that devaluing bit?’ (Or perhaps just not send it?). On 
top of that, the email was sent to those apparently interested in business and finance. There seems 
to be some tunnel vision being employed here by church leaders. Tunnel vision is a most interesting 
thing to observe, it always makes me wonder what the real motivation was. To miss something very 
obvious, there must be an agenda in the mind of the sender. An agenda that did not involve this 
prophesy. 

I can not conceive of any way that this part of the prophesy could be proved correct. There are 
always winners and losers, if some currencies go down then others must go up. This is the standard 
market reaction. Money will be shifted to where it is most profitable, or to where it is safest. 
Therefore this part of the prophesy was on very shaky ground the moment it was spoken. 

We should also note that all currencies must be devalued in 2016 for this 25% of the 
prophesy to be correct. 

 

Huge World Debt 

I’m sure we all agree that there is far too much national debt, and that this will be a millstone 
around the neck of many countries for decades. However I am not a complete pessimist, I do not see 
the end of the world as we know it happening in the next 10 years. 

There is a great deal of violent market and business restructuring going on at the moment. 
Whether we like it or not, the shift to internet based business is driving much of it. Company 
directors have been very slow to come to terms with this, often waiting years to see what others are 
doing, and what might work. In the mean time the home based business on line model has been 
multiplying like wild fire. Environmental factors are also playing a part. Old models of business are 
under great strain. I would not be surprised if this is motivating many prophetic thoughts of disaster, 
but our prophesy needs to be firmly based in the heart of God, not our fears.  

My own prediction is that this prophesy will prove to be 10% vaguely correct and 90% 
wrong. It will be at least 90% wrong if the detail does not happen, but what does that mean for 
those that jumped on board and immediately supported it?  

Because all of this is yet to happen, I am willing to post my prophetic expectations up front, 
and also raise a list of questions. It is now July-2012, and these questions will remain unchanged, 
along with my opinion of this prophesy, till 2016 has finished, when the major melt down is meant to 
happen. 

• Will supporters of this prophesy apologise to their congregations if it proves to be 
wrong? That would be nice, but I will be pleasantly amazed if they do, they would 
have moved on to other prophesies by then (will they prove equally wrong? – this 
would be an interesting study).  

• Will Robert Kiyosaki apologise if it does not happen? Probably not, but it would be 
nice. 

• Does Robert Kiyosaki remember prophesies he made 5 or 10 years ago? Does he 
prophetically (and responsibly) own them, and care about them? 



• Will people remember that he made this prophesy? – No, not many will, that is why 
we should treat prophesy with more respect to begin with. It is because we often 
treat it as disposable trash that most people laugh at it (and therefore us). 

• What about the financial advantage being extracted by those that seek to use this 
prophesy to advertise a conference, even though it may not be correct? 

• What about the moral advantage extracted, even though it not likely to be correct? 
• Should Christians be planning to extract financial and moral advantage, even if a 

prophesy like this does prove correct? (Hmm??) 
• What will all of this say of Christians that sought to use these things for financial and 

moral advantage?  

 

What IS likely to happen? 

• More than a trillion dollars will be lost by local and state US governments between 
2012 and 2016 (on top of what they already owe). These authorities will eventually 
have to make debt arrangements with the Federal Government (like it or not!).  

• The sky will not fall down. World money systems will not totally collapse. Funds will be 
shifted and redistributed around the world as they usually are these days. Mum and 
Dad investors will be caught out as usual, etc. 

• Yes there may be another recession – the question is when and how long will it last? 
These things seem to go in cycles, but at the moment the cycle is shorter (about half – 
that would make it about 2014?). 

• If standard procedure is followed. The above emailed prophesy will be used for the 
moment because it suits the needs of those that are using it. 

• In 18 months to 2 years it will be forgotten and never referred to again. 
• No apology will be offered, and no correction or explanation offered as to why it did 

not work out as indicated. 
• As a result of no follow up, nothing much will be learnt from these mistakes.  

 

How should we view these supporters at the end of 2016? 

Personally I think we should be careful with our money, just as we have learnt to be over the 
last 5 years or so. Perhaps we should just render unto Caesar the things of Caesar and to God the 
things of God. 

I could really upset people by pointing out that Jesus did not carry any money (go on, check it 
out for yourself!). I could annoy people by pointing out that Judas held the money and that Jesus 
knew he was helping himself, but wasn’t worried about it. Ok, I do think money is important, but 
Jesus also thought it was important, because our attitudes toward money are very revealing. 

And in regard to this prophesy, I do not think we need to be too worried. We should wait and 
see what happens, and then, for all those who wanted to use prophesy for financial gain – we should 
remember their actions, because they are guaranteed to do it again. 

Am I driving out the money changers? Well, it wouldn’t be a bad idea – would it? 

 

The Editor 

Prophetic International  



World Wide Stress Factors 
I couldn’t leave a subject like this without offering some real economic factors impacting world events. 
Prophetic people should be able to read the signs of the times – that way we are less likely to make 
big bloopers! Oh – and yes, we can also be more relevant. 

Rising population 

• A continued rise in world population numbers means little by itself. The stress of the increase 
is gradual and never ending on available land, food, water, and most resources. Whether we 
like it or not basic resources are limited by nature. The more we have to rely on technology to 
provide the basics of life (i.e. desalinated water), the more stress will be felt world wide.   

• Every extra billion on the population table sees world refugee issues escalate ever upward. 

World population milestones (USCB estimates) 
Population (in billions) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Year 1804 1927 1960 1974 1987 1999 2012 2027 2046 
 
 
The rise in part time work 

From 1985 to 2005, part time work in Australia as proportion of the working population rose by more 
than 10%. It seems to be a world wide trend, and regardless of the causes, this significant change in 
workforce participation brings with it a number of stresses, such as: 

• Uncertainty of ongoing financial provision = stress 
• It is harder to secure large bank loans (i.e. house loans) = Family stress 
• This steady change/shift to part time work seems likely to continue 

 
 
 
I could go on to detail other significant world wide changes, but there are so many of them, so I will 
just list a few instead: 

• Electoral demand – we keep electing Governments that spend more than they earn. 
• These days there are 5 or more Career shifts in a working lifetime 
• A never ending rise in world wide health care expectations 
• A large rise in energy consumption and costs 
• A rise in extreme weather events (This equals global stress, death by a 1000 cuts) 
• The rise in Internet based business – it’s hard to see what is happening, big decisions are 

now made in 1000’s of suburban houses not boardrooms. 
• Extreme pressure to supply more of the services we are demanding for less money.  
• Low consumer confidence – because we all want someone to blame, but the problems are 

mostly global and therefore very hard to fix or understand. So we blame the government 
rather than ourselves. 


